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Management of activated graphite and
aluminum

 During the decommissioning process, special long life radioactive wastes which cannot
be disposed in DNDR will also be generated. They include aluminium and graphite
radioactive wastes for which treatment and conditioning technologies are not available
yet. The aluminium wastes will result from the reactor vessels and pipes and the graphite
from the thermal column.
 The thermal column was used for researchers in physics neutron and is made of 6
independent discs containing the activated graphite embedded in an aluminium cover.
The discs are placed on a mobile carriage which can be introduced in the reactor block
close to the reactor core. The thermal column can be dismantled by removing the discs
one by one with the crane.

Thermal column - General arrangement drawing

Thermal column - cross section drawing

The thermal column outside the reactor block

Taking graphite samples from the thermal column


DDR Radiological Characterization Department took samples from the graphite and did
measurements and calculations to find the level of activity and radioactive inventory. The results can
be found in the document issued by this department and called “Decommissioning of the VVR –S
Nuclear Research Reactor – Radiological Characterization of the Reactor Block”.

Radioactive inventory and quantity
 The results were validated for the first disc for the radionuclide 60Co by

measuring the graphite dose rate. This disc was considered the most
relevant since it was the one in contact with the active zone wall and it
also contains the 95 % from the total activity of the thermal column.
 The radioactive inventory resulted from the graphite is:
60Co = 1,63+E08
154Eu =3,13+E06
14C = 2,65+E09
3H = 8,62+E09
55Fe = 1,03+E08
63Ni = 2,58+E07
Total = 1,16+E10 Bq
• It also was calculated the total quantity of the graphite which is around
5 tone

Technics and technologies for conditioning the radioactive graphite
 The IAEA TECDOC-1521/2006 presents the latest methods and practices
recommended and admitted by the IAEA for characterization, treatment and
conditioning of the radioactive graphite resulted from decommissioning of the
nuclear reactors. These practices are not authorized/homologated as ideal
technologies but are accepted since they provide a temporary safety of waste
until a solution for final storage is found.
 Three methods for treatment the graphite waste are accepted:
A. Final storage in a deep geological repository or in the ocean/sea.

B. Destruction by incineration
C. Recycling.
 Each of these treatment methods have their own advantages and disadvantages,
involve high costs but the final storage is not solved. By treatment results a lot of
secondary reactions and dangerous substances that can harm the environment
when they are released in the air. These practices are against the European
Community legislation for this type of waste.
 At this moment the only accepted solution is to immobilize the waste in a
Portland cement and to place the package in a deep geological storage.

Treatment and storage facilities in Romania
 The Waste Treatment Plant is part of the Department for Radioactive Waste
Management (DMDR). DMDR is licensed for collecting, treatment, conditioning and
temporary storage of radioactive waste resulted from research, medicine, education,
industry using nuclear techniques or technologies, others than those resulting from the
nuclear fuel cycle, for the controlled release to the environment or disposal in the
National Repository for Radioactive Waste (DNDR) Baita-Bihor.
 The National Repository (DNDR) facility is an adapted, former uranium mine in the
central-western part of Bihor Mountains, in the west part of the country. Two galleries at
a depth of 840 m were selected. DNDR has got the license for the final disposal of
conditioned radioactive wastes resulted from VVR-S reactor decommissioning.
 According to the DNDR licence issued by CNCAN it can only accept intermediate and
low level waste.
 As it was stated before, aluminium and graphite waste cannot be stored at DNDR.
 Romanian Government has foreseen the construction of National Repository for
Radioactive Wastes near the Cernavoda NPP which will also receive radioactive wastes
from Cernavoda NPP - U1 and U2.

Conditioning of the aluminum and graphite waste resulted from the
decommissioning of the IFIN-HH research reactor.
 Until the National Repository will be functional – estimated date 2055, the

decision for the aluminium and graphite types of wastes was in favour of an
intermediate storage in the former storage for the spent nuclear fuel.
 The storage building houses 4 aluminium made pools. The pools will be
drained, decontaminated and rehabilitated in order to accommodate the
graphite and the aluminium waste.
 The storage facility satisfies all the necessary conditions required for a
waste storage. All the systems: physical protection, I&C, video surveillance,
lifting installation, power supply and ventilation are perfectly functional.
 Even though all conditions are met a rehabilitation of the building and of
some structures is required.

Spent Fuel Repository / Radioactive Waste Storage

 The former spent fuel storage contains 4 pools for storing the spent fuel assembly. 3 of
these pools were loaded with spent fuel assemblies, one was empty for emergency
situations.
 On December 2012 was finalized the transportation of the spent fuel to the Russian
Federation for reprocessing.
 On 03.11.2014 th was issued the CNCAN License Nr. IFIN-HH – 03/2014 for approval the
activities from the Phase 3 of reactor decommissioning and also the decommissioning
Phase 1 for the Spent Fuel Repository.
 Based on this license IFIN-HH DDR can perform dismantling and decontamination
activities to arrange the Radioactive Waste Storage to receive aluminum and graphite
waste.

Radioactive Waste Storage – view above the 4 pools

 To deposit the discs with the graphite radioactive waste they will be kept as they
are. The aluminum cover offers a safety shield for the graphite integrity and also
protection for the workers.

 The discs will be dismantled one by one, handled with the crane and loaded on
an electric carriage for transportation from the reactor hall to the Radioactive
Waste Storage. At the Radioactive Waste Storage each disc will be taken by the
local hoist and loaded in a pool. The first disc is bigger than the rest and cannot
be stored in a pool. For this one a special container will be transported in the
Radioactive Waste Storage to accommodate it’s size.
 The pools are provided with ventilation and temperature measurement devices.
 Both, pools and graphite shield are aluminum made so there is no material
incompatibility.
 Pools are also provided with cast iron lids that can assure the safety of graphite

discs and of the workers as well.
 Aluminum waste will be also deposited in the Radioactive Waste Storage. About
3,5 tone of aluminum waste loaded in 220 L drums and in EcolRad 5o containers
will be stored here.

 DDR Radiological Characterization Department made a radiological characterization for
the Radioactive Waste Storage and issued the Radiological Characterization Report for
the Radioactive Waste Storage (May 2013). The results shown some contamination in one
pool and on some items. All these can be decontaminated during the rehabilitation
activity.

Conclusion

 Taken into account all the information afore mentioned, results that Radioactive Waste
Repository meets all the necessary requirements to safely deposit the graphite and the
aluminum waste for a long time until the National Repository will be constructed or a
viable technology for conditioning these waste will be licensed by the nuclear authorities.
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